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4G/3G/2G

Features

Made for harsh weather
conditions 
・ IP68 waterproof and dustproof 
・ IK07 impact protection test
・ IOS181853 shock resistance test 

Long durability

CAREU UC1 is a smart electronic cargo lock and GPS 
tracker made for sealing doors, also to improve remote 
asset/cargo tracking and management, and increasing 
the security against non-authorized unlocking. 
UC1 can be used in containers, trailers, trucks, vans, 
and other assets. 
UC1 supports three unlocking methods:

The tracker also offers multiple alarms to improve asset/
cargo safety. UC1 is vibration resistant, it offers IP68 
resistance to weather and dust and IK07 for impacts. 

Easy installation
comes with strong magnets to 

fix on the container

comes with a rechargeable

built-in battery of 6600 mAh

Real-time warning reports 
In case of vandalism or attempts to 
remove the tracker, it will send alerts 
to the Fleet management platform.

container lock GPS tracker

UC1
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Advantages

>   Global 2G/3G/4G network protocols

>   Battery life up to one year

>   Easy installation

>   Multiple unlocking modes (RFID/electronic fence/fleet management platform)

>   IP68 certification for dust and water resistance

>   IK07 impact protection certification

>   Passed ISO 18185 shock resistance test

>   Passed IEC 60068-2-11 salt spray test

>   Steel cable cut alarm

>   Malicious unlock alarm

>   Has USB type-C for fast charging

GNSS
IP67 IK07

Global real-time GPS tracking 

Support eSIM 

Support multiple alerts 

Multiple unlocking methods 

Stainless steel wire chain 

Shear-proof cable detection 

Easy to install and use

Container security tracking

Can set 10 groups of unlocked RFID

white list

One-click display of remaining battery 

power and unlocking status
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